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All of the Garritan virtual instrument libraries include the acclaimed ARIA player. This highly optimized 
ARIA player is efficient, fast loading, and has a low CPU demand. It includes the ARIA Engine, a 64-bit 
audio sampling and synthesis Engine. The ARIA engine brings unmatched fidelity, stability and expressive 
control to our world-class Garritan libraries.

The ARIA engine is more than just playing samples. It provides specially tailored, acoustic programming, 
designed to reproduce the sounds of actual instruments, and imparts expressive controls to those 
sounds. The focus of ARIA has been on control—the use of MIDI controllers to shape techniques and 
phrases for the various instruments. The standalone ARIA Player allows you to load and play back MIDI 
files. You can also produce audio recordings of a MIDI file or record playing live!

The ARIA player formats include standalone for live performance, or plug-in (Audio Unit, VST, & RTAS) to 
be used with digital audio workstations. The ARIA player seamlessly integrates with notation programs, 
such as Finale. No need to purchase a separate sampler. ARIA supports Mac (OS 10.5 and higher) and 
Windows (XP & higher). It is compatible with 32-bit and 64-bit systems and powered with Conexant’s Endless 
Wave streaming technology for hard disc streaming of multiple stops and ranks.



GARRITAN ULTIMATE COLLECTION

The Limited Edition Ultimate Collection combines six Garritan virtual software instrument 
libraries on one easy-to-install USB drive! You do not need a hard drive or six different 
discs. No other collection offers the scope, variety of genre, or sheer number of superior-
sounding virtual instruments. The result is the ultimate instrument library for any musician.

All Garritan sound libraries work as a standalone for live performance or as a plug-in, so they easily integrate with digital audio workstations, 
sequencers, and notation software.

Garritan Concert & Marching Band breathes life into everything from piccolos to 
sousaphones, and offers the broadest range of concert and marching percussion  
options. This sound library was created specifically to capture the energy and timbre  
of these ensembles. March to the beat of Garritan Concert & Marching Band!

GARRITAN CONCERT & MARCHING BAND® 2 

Imagine having a symphony orchestra at your fingertips. Garritan Personal Orchestra 
gives you a complete orchestra – strings, brass, woodwinds, percussion and keyboards 
– with over 150 instrument choices, along with the techniques and control to hear your 
music with breathtaking realism. This award-winning collection has set the standard for 
orchestral sample libraries.

GARRITAN PERSONAL ORCHESTRA® 4 

Garritan Instant Orchestra is a revolutionary sound library that reinvents the way  
orchestral music is created by simplifying and streamlining the process. It is designed 
to create full cinematic orchestrations from just a few lines of music. With pre-packaged 
combinations and mash-ups, mood-based presets, and orchestral effects, you can 
evoke any emotion—instantly.

GARRITAN INSTANT ORCHESTRA™

The award winning Garritan Jazz & Big Band library is the first virtual software instrument 
library that truly captures the distinctive jazz sounds, ranges, and techniques of authentic 
jazz and big band groups. Express yourself with this unique collection of trumpets, 
trombones, saxophones, keyboards, basses, and rhythm sections.

GARRITAN JAZZ & BIG BAND® 3

Garritan Classic Pipe Organs brings the power and majesty of the pipe organ into your 
studio, place of worship, rehearsal room, or home. This collection spans 400 years of organ 
building with instruments from the Baroque, Classical, Renaissance, Romantic, and 
Modern eras. Convolution Sampled Reverb takes the virtual instruments to new heights 
of realism.

GARRITAN CLASSIC PIPE ORGANS™ 

Garritan Harps is an innovative virtual harps collection that captures the pure, pristine 
recordings of each harp string. The advanced glissando emulation allows any musician 
to easily play beautiful glisses. Use Ambience Reverb or Convolution sampled reverb 
to place the harp in the perfect acoustical space. Bring the magic of the harp to your 
music with Garritan Harps!

GARRITAN HARPS™ 

Travel the world with Garritan sounds. World Instruments is a unique, comprehensive 
sound library featuring more than 350 instruments from around the world. From  
traditional Chinese orchestras to Gamelan ensembles, from Taiko groups to Bollywood 
bands, Garritan World Instruments gives you the tools to add exotic sounds to your music.

GARRITAN WORLD INSTRUMENTS® 


